6/18/202
To Whom it May Concern;

I've had the Solar Companion for 6 Months now. I have put it through
many test to see if the claims made are true. It has proved to be a real
safety factor and people have made it a point to point out how they was
able to see me where normally they would have missed me. It makes me
feel much more secure when I have to cross streets as the people see me
and stop for me to cross. Plus, I have taken on trip5 where I often go, to
the mall, to church and home from the Quality Inn in Kennewick, To
Wal-Mart in Richland and everyone is so courteous to me,

I've tested the Solar Companion on keeping my battery charged and
even when it’s cloudy there is some charging, I've left the mall with only
one green light, with it hazy and partial cloudy and was able to arrive
home with 2 yellow. In the past I've been down to the flashing red and it
causes a lot of stress. I've talked to people whose batteries have gone
dead and they were helpless. I really feel that the Solar Companion will
SM me thtousJ1 so I am never worried,

The Solar Companion (though I'm in a wheel chair and can’t walk) has
made mv life so much more secure and safe and I’m able to be more
active and don't have to sit at home afraid to go anywhere.

Clyde B Gifford

Phone: 509-628-0183

1770 Leslie Rd, Apt. 213

Cell: 509-961-1622

Richland, W A 99352

To whom it may concern;

Regarding: The Solar Companion

My name is Mary Jane Hogan, wife of Bill Hogan. Bill is a Disabled Vietnam Veteran who is a
single amputee and bound to his wheel chair or power chair when not confined to his bed. Bill is
dependent upon others and a long list of medical devices, and medications to get through each
day. Within the past two years he has lost his hearing, eyesight, and mobility. He struggles with
not having his independence to go places and be active in the community with family and
friends.

One day as Bill was struggling with his independence and his ability to be independently mobile,
The Solar Companion was introduced into his life by a perfect stranger/inventor. Bill used The
Solar Companion and discovered a new way of coping with his restrictions and mobility issues.
The Solar Companion enhances most power chairs to give an immobile person the security to
adventure out beyond their personal home. Bill has experienced near fatal incidences by
traveling from our home to the local shopping mall, which is only one mile away. With no light
system or reflector devices on the standard power chair, crossing at a cross walk in an
intersection is deadly. Any power chair is virtually impossible to see or notice by an oncoming
vehicle. This is dangerously true in shady areas, bad weather conditions, dusk or dark hours.

With The Solar Companion, the special lighting system and reflectors are virtually impossible
not to notice. The water proof cover gives protection from most weather conditions. Therefore,
creates a safer and secure adventure for people like Bill. One of Bill’s favorite features of The
Solar Companion is the phone charger and other gadget like features that it has. With it being a
solar charged item, it is environmentally smart.

Bill and I can not wait for The Solar Companion to become available on the public market. We
are excited to share it with many other Disabled Veterans and anyone who struggles with the
fears of being safely mobile in the community.

Thank you for the opportunity to share our opinion about The Solar Companion.

Respectfully,

Bill and Mary Jane Hogan
Kennewick, Washington

